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Workshop on the single edged weapon “Langes Messer” at HEMAC DIJON 2014 by 

Jens P. Kleinau 

 

Scorpions, Stork, and the Basilisk are the favorite beasts of Hans Lecküchner. While the beak of 

the stork seems to be a simple technique, the Scorpion and the Basilisk are some of the most 

sophisticated things in his 414 plays (not including all the breaks and counters) volume. To apply 

them in a sparring or free fight needs a lot of training and the tactical ability to lure the opponent 

in the situation needed. For many fencers to learn the movements and bring them in a good speed 

is already challenging enough. The way the weapon is moved here will surprise most of the 

fencers. There is much to learn from the beasts of Hans Lecküchner. 

 

   

  



 

Den storchschnabel soltu erlengen  

Das furpayn zu ruck ler prengen  

Hye sagtt der meyster wye man das stuck das do heysset der storchschnabel machen soll vnd thu Im 

also stee mit deynem lincken fuß fur vnd halt deyn messer auff deyner rechten seytten pey deynem 

rechten fuß oder ob deynem rechten kny das der ortt gegen dem man stee vnd gib dich ploß mit 
deyner lincken seytten hawtt er denne also nach der ploß so ruck deynen lincken fuß woll zu ruck auff 

das weyttest vnd heb deyn messer mit gestracktem arme gegen seyner prust vnd loß In an den ortt 

lauffen 

 

The stork’sbeak, you should gain,  

to bring the front leg back, you need to learn 

 
Here the Master says how to make the play that is called the stork's beak. It works like this: stand 

with your left foot in front, and keep your knife on your right side by your right foot or near your 

right knee, so that the point points to the opponent. Open yourself on your left. Does he strike at the 
opening, draw your left foot back as far as you could and lift the knife with a straight arm against his 

chest and let him run into the point. 

 

Den Storchenschnabel sollst du erlangen, 

lerne du das vordere Bein zurück zu bringen 

 

Hier sagt der Meister wie man das Stück, das da heißt der Storchenschnabel machen soll. Und das 
geht so: Steh mit deinem linken Fuß vor, und halte dein Messer auf deiner rechten Seite bei deinem 

rechten Fuß oder über deinem rechten Knie, so dass der Ort auf den Mann zeigt. Dabei gib dich bloß 

auf deiner linken Seite. Haut er denn nach dieser Blöße, so ziehe deinen linken Fuß auf das weiteste 
zurück und heb das Messer mit gestreckten Arm gegen seine Brust und lass ihn in den Ort reinlaufen. 
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How to interpret the Stork’s Beak 
 
The following is an exemplary demonstration how we can read the images, lines, and texts and come to an 

conclusion how to interpret and train the techniques described in the book of Johannes Lecküchner. From 

the nature of the scholaristic method of learning and recalling the learned we know that for the learned 
fencer the verse is the key to recall the full play into memory. The rhyme goes with“Den storchschnabel 

soltu erlengen // Das furpayn zu ruck ler prengen “. Most of the rhyme lines in this book are parted in 

two parts without any separator. To use it as an aide-mémoire the punctuation is irrelevant. The 
reconstruction of the punctuation is in all cases very difficult but it follows mostly the rhythmic element of 

poetry. If we apply what we know about the number of syllables in each line and the arrangement of those 

syllables as long or short, accented or unaccented we get the following: “Den storchschnabel / soltu 

erlengen // Das furpayn zu ruck / ler prengen”.  This could be translated as “The stork’sbeak, you 

should gain // To bring the front leg back, you need to learn”. The verse informs us about the visual 

association with an animal’s habit. It tells us that we should grab something, and that we must be active, to 

bring a leg back that is currently in the front of another. 
The white stork is a bird with extreme long legs, and has a long beak that picks fast forward and grabs 

small animals as prey. So here too we have the association with “leg” and “grabbing or gaining 

something”.   
 

In the image we see several remarkable things, and we need to be reminded that this is no photo. Both 

fencers are not in the same moment of time. They show us the key information. Each fencer is in the ideal 

position to give us the clues, and not in the position that matches his counterpart. 
 

 
 

1. Most of the time the left hand is on the back to remove it as a target. We are told only to bring it 

forward, if it actively is brought into the game (124 out of c. 450 techniques). As we have the 
strong hint that we should “gain” or “grab” something we can conclude that the left hand of the red 

fencer tries to grab something. 

2. The hand of blue fencer is very high, but the elbow is not. This position is found on special strikes 

from above that are short or warped but they are always accompanied with a step by the front leg. 
Because here is no step the position would probably result from redrawing the hand after it had 

been elongated before. As the red fencer is trying to grab something, it would be reasonable to 

assume that his target for the left hand is the right hand of the blue fencer. It is to remark that the 
saying “left hand is the enemy of the right hand” is a fundamental line in single handed combat and 

so to find in teaching of Johannes Liechtenauer for the Messer. Lecküchner teaches numerous of 

grabbing attacks by the left hand on pages before (e.g. 56 r.). 
3. The left leg of the red fencer is back. This is not unusual as the right leg is forward most of the 

times. But in the text it is named that the left leg should be put far back while thrusting forward. 



4. The front leg of the blue fencer is next to the back leg. Usually the right leg is forward when it 

comes to first blade contact. It creates more reach and reduces the own profile as a target. In the 
teaching of single weapons the front leg is brought back next to the back leg if it is attacked. This 

is found in various sources from the Italian 1487 treatise of Philippo di Vadi to the extremely good 

illustrated technique of “shifting the leg” in the 1790 plates on the Hungarian Saber and Highland 

Broadsword of Henry Angelo. The latter demonstrates a strike to the head while the fencer shifted 
his attacked leg.  

 

So extracting the information from verse and image we got the following information: 
 

1. The Messer attacks the front leg of the opponent, so that he needs to bring it back (learn how to 

bring the front leg back). 
2. The “grabbing” is the hand attack to the sword hand of the opponent. This disables the opponent to 

strike to the head. He needs to remove the sword hand from the reach of the left hand. 

3. The sword hand is only in front after a strike or thrust, so that it can be grabbed. In this case it had 

to be a strike because for a thrust a low stance is recommended. So there had been a strike before 
which is also indicated by the low elbow of the blue fencer. 

4. The attack to the front leg of the blue fencer had to be a strike from the left side, because it has to 

cover the hand-attack of the left hand. 
 

Taking this into account and adding the text the complete play is: 

 
1. Red and Blue came together in a short high binding by strikes.  

2. Red dives for the hand with his left hand and simultaneously attacks whit the Messer the front right 

leg of Blue with a strike from the left while he steps to forward and to his left side with his left leg. 

3. Blue evades both attacks by taking the body parts out of reach while getting ready for a strike from 
above. He sees the left hand and shoulder of Red as the primary target. 

4. Now Red stands with his left foot in front, and has his knife on his right side by his right foot or 

near his right knee, so that the point points to the opponent. His left hand is open to be attacked. 
5. Instantly Red throws his Messer forward as long as he could while getting his left foot back as fast 

and far as he could. 

 

 

How to do the Stork’s Beak  
In most interpretations there is often the need to fill in the opponent’s part. This is exactly the 

same what Paulus Hector Mair did in his volumes. He switches between the fencers starting each 

switch of the roles with “item“. His work is to read “if your opponent does this you do that” and in 

the next switch the reader is now the opponent and reacts on the actions of his former self. Not 

only in the interest of correct interpretation but in the interest of correct training we need to fill in 

the missing actions and intentions of the opponent in the pieces that lack mostly of this. The lack 

does not really exist because most of the actions are taught before. Furthermore there are as 

demonstrated above a bunch of hints we can use as stepping stones to cross those gaps. In the 

following description I use the colors of the images to identify the fencer of the technique but 

black&white images for the single steps. Be aware that in the images the fencers switch sides but 

are marked with blue and red. I could have mirrored the images but this would create problems 

which side left or right is forward. 

 

If you want to learn and train this, you should know some Messer plays already: Zornhau with the 

counter plays, Messer nehmen (or the Dagger plays covering the simple disarming). 

 

For training it is necessary to do every variant of the play. There are several dead ends in which 

the blue or red fencer wins. I recommend to train them all so that the intention do use them in the 

full play is real and correctly presented. Otherwise it will only be a cooperative dance and not a 

fight. 

 

Here are some rules how to read the following descriptions. 



 

 Strikes and thrusts like any attacks are always targeted to the opponent. So if someone 

strikes to the left side, he strikes to the left side of his opponent.  

 Voids are evasions with the body to remove the targeted region out of reach. They can be 

done with a step or not. This depends on the measure and thus it shall not be described if a 

step is needed. Only if the legs change the leg which moves is named. 

 There is mostly one active and one passive. This is shown by formatting. The active one is 

formatted with bold letters in the beginning of the text, the passive reactive fencer with 

italic letters. 

 

 Blue Red Description 

1 Stands with his right foot 

forward in the guard called 

“Luginsland”. Distance is 

two steps away (not as 

near as in the image). 

Stands with his right foot 

forward in the guard called 

“Luginsland” 

 
2 Voids lightly back and 

counters the strike of Blue 

with the same strike. He 

does not give up the room 

so easily. 

 

(see Paulus Kal 1479 

Paulus Kal - cgm 1507 

„Zu Gleichem mit Häuen 

zusammen“) 

Steps forward with the right 

leg. Does strike from above to 

the left side. He will probably 

not hit but this is Zufechten 

and he wants to claim the room 

and the line of the longest 

reach between the fencers. 

 

3 Stands his ground and 

displaces the thrust to the 

side. He turns his right hip 

a bit forward and puts his 

weight on the leg behind. 

 

Turns the blade and does the 

first thrust from “Zornhau Ort” 

which needed to be done like a 

“Sturzhau”. This is done with 

long arms. He needs to press 

with the strong of his blade to 

his left, so that the handle is at 

his “nose-line” but still higher 

than his head. He steps a small 

step with his left leg or he 

changes his legs, so that he 

gets a small sidewise body 

movement. If he does not, he 

will get beaten (see Zornhau 

Ort counters “haw das recept 

senck lanck ortt prüst sticht” 

etc.). 

 
(red and blue switch sides 

here) 



4a Did press too much 

sidewise in the 

displacement above, and 

forgot to get his body 

away at the right time. He 

is going to pay for it. 

Feels that pressure and does 

an “Abnehmen” of the 

Messer. He moves his blade 

above or below to the other 

side of the blade and strikes for 

head or face on the right side. 

 

He wins the fight. Game over. 

 
If Blue knows how to counter this…. 

4b Fooled Red with sidewise 

pressure while at the same 

time prepared to get the 

body back. Now he voids 

back and gets his Messer 

arm and right side out of 

reach. 

Got fooled in 

“Abnehmen” and 

strikes in thin air. 

 
5b Strikes for the Messer arm 

in “Nachreisen”. 

Lost the game. 

 
If Red knows how to counter this before it even starts… back to 4b. 

4c Thought he fooled Red with 

sidewise pressure while at 

the same time prepared to 

get the body back. Now he 

voids back and gets his 

Messer arm and right side 

out of reach. 

Feels that pressure 

and does an 

“Abnehmen” of the 

Messer. This time 

Red puts his left hand 

on the breast to move 

it forward in the 

shadow of his strike in 

“Abnehmen”. He does 

his strike to the left 

side of his opponent. 

The strike is voided. 
 



5c He did not see the left hand 

moving and pays for it. 

He lost the game. 

While his strike is 

voided Red grabs the 

arm of Blue. Now he 

can strike any place he 

wants. 

(In the image he had 

raised his Messer 

again. In the play the 

Messer is down with 

the point up after the 

strike when he grabs). 
 

(red and blue switch sides) 

If Blue knows how to counter this before it even starts… back to 4c. 

4d He fooled Red twice. First 

with sidewise pressure while 

at the same time prepared to 

get the body back. Now he 

voids back twice, the second 

time he brings his forward 

leg back, and by this he gets 

his Messer arm and body 

out of reach of the 

opponent’s Messer and left 

arm. 

Feels that pressure and 

does an “Abnehmen” 

of the Messer. Red puts 

his left hand on the 

breast to move it 

forward in the shadow 

of his strike in 

“Abnehmen”. He does 

his strike to the left 

side of his opponent. 

The strike is voided. 

 
5d After voiding the grab of 

the arm, he can strike at the 

exposed left side of the 

opponent. If he wants to act 

safely he goes for the left 

hand, if not he goes for the 

head. 

The arm grab is voided 

too. Now Red is 

entirely open on his 

left side. 

 

The game is over for 

him. 

 
If Red knows how to counter this before it even starts… back to 4d an finally to the Stork’s Beak 

4 He thought he fooled Red 

twice. First with sidewise 

pressure while at the same 

time prepared to get the 

body back. Now he voids 

back twice, the second time 

he brings his forward leg 

back, and by this he gets his 

Messer arm and body out of 

reach of the opponent’s 

Messer and left arm. 

He did his strike to the 

left side of his 

opponent. The strike 

was voided. He puts 

his Messer next to his 

leg with the point up 
and a straight arm as 

the strike’s end 

position. He did not let 

rotate the point to the 

ground. And he puts 

the weight on his right 

leg. The Messer is now 

out of sight of Blue. 

Blue sees only the 

opening with the Red’s 

 



left hand. 

4 He strikes for the opening at 

the left side. But it is voided. 

If he is greedy and goes for 

the opening, he will step 

forward and impale himself. 

 

The play ends here. 

Voids back far with 

his left leg. Turns 

such that his right 

elongated arm shoots 

up while his left arm 

rotates horizontal to 

his back. He does not 

redraw his hand, he 

rotates his spine and by 

this his body. It is a 

powerful movement of 

the whole body. The 

thrust is aimed at the 

center of the chest, not 

at the left side; 

otherwise the strike of 

Blue may still score. 

 
The Stork’s Beak in correct timing. 

 
 
  



 

 

  
 

Item stee als vor so er auff dich hawett aber eyn oberhaw vnd zeuch deynen lincken fuß zu ruck vnd 

far auff mit dem messer geradt vnd mit dem gestrackten arme vnd far Im mit dem ortt nach der handt 
oder arme vnd loß In dar eyn schlagen  

Item dyse stuck gehören zu treyben  wyder dye dy do Ein lauffen vnd dy gerne hoch fechten vnd 

kurtz oder dy verborffen125 hew gegen den man machen vnd auch springen mit verborffen hewen zu 
dem man also hastu den storch schnabel vnd gegen welchem stuck oder eygenschafft du das machen 

solt pist du yetznid vntter richt etc  

 
Furthermore, stand as described before. If he strikes at you a strike from above, so draw your left foot 

back and go straight up with the knife and with a stretched arm, and bring the point to his hand or his 

arm, and let him beat into it.  

Exactly these techniques one does against those who enter in and do like to fence high and short, or 
make the warped strikes against their opponents, or even jump with warped strikes to the man. 

Against that you now have the stork’s beak, and against what pieces you shalt use it, you have been 

told. 

 

Oder stehe so wie zuvor beschrieben. Wenn er dann auf dich einen Oberhau schlägt, so ziehe deinen 

linken Fuß zurück und fahre mit dem Messer gerade und mit gestrecktem Arm auf, und fahr ihm mit 

dem Ort nach der Hand oder dem Arm, und lass ihn darein schlagen. 
Genau diese Stücke treibt man gegen diejenigen, die da einlaufen und gerne hoch fechten und kurz, 

oder die verworfenen Häue gegen ihre Gegner machen, oder auch springen mit verworfenen Häuen 

zu dem Mann. Dagegen hast du nun den Storchenschnabel und gegen welche Stücke du den einsetzen 
sollst, das bist du jetzt unterrichtet. 
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Scorpian mit seynem kar / Dem antlitz ist gevar / Dy kurtz schneyd gegen haup laß fallen / 

Schlag recht zwiuach las prallen  

Hye sagtt der merer der kunst von eynem stuck das heysset der scorpian vnd das stuck treyb also haw 

Im von deyner rechten achsel zu seyner lincken starck eyn zu dem haubtt mit gestracktem arme eyn 

eynen oberhaw Indes so du gehawen hast so laß dy kurtz schneyd deynes messers sincken gleych 

gegen deynen haubtt dy kurtz schneyd vntten auff deyn lincke achselen Indes stich Im wider zu dem 

gesicht seyner lincken seytten hastu In danne nicht troffen mit dem stich so ruck deyn messer mitt 

dem ortt nyder gegen dir doch daß der ortt gesenckt  sey auff deyn lincke seytten vnd schlag In mit 

der kurtzen schneyd auff seyn kopff seyner rechten seytten Indes wendt deyn gehultz vntter deyn 

rechten arme vnd schreytt mit deynem lincken fuß hintter seynen rechten vnd schlag Im dy langen 

schneyd vber seyn haubtt vnn daß stuck heyst der scorpian etc  

Scorpion with its reverse, is danger to the face; let the short edge fall to the head; let it bounce 

twice and hit right 
Here speaks the increaser of art of one play, which is called Scorpio. And the play is done as follows: 

strike him with extended arm of your right shoulder to the left side of his head a strike from above. 

Inbetween, you've done so, immediately let the short edge of your knife sink to your head (the short 
edge down on your left shoulder). Inbetween thrust at him again to the left side of his face. Did you 

not hit him with the thrust, then back your knife with the point down at you, that the point is lowered 

to your left side; and strike him at his head at his right side using the short edge; Inbetween turn your 

knife handle under your right arm and step with your left foot behind his right; and strike him the 
long edge over his head. This piece is called Scorpio. 

 

Skorpion mit seiner Umkehr, dem Gesicht ist er Gefahr; die Kurze Schneide gegen den Kopf 

lass fallen, schlage rechts zweifach, lass prallen 

Hier spricht der Mehrer der Kunst von einem Stück, das Skorpion genannt wird. Und das Stück geht 

wie folgt: Haue ihm mit gestreckten Arm von deiner rechten Schulter zu der linken Seite seines 
Kopfes einen Oberhau. Indes du so gehauen hast, so lass sofort die kurze Schneide deines Messer zu 

deinen Kopf sinken (die kurze Schneide unten auf deine linke Schulter). Indes stich ihm wieder zu 

dem Gesicht seiner linken Seite. Hast du ihn nicht getroffen mit dem Stich, dann rück dein Messer 

mit dem Ort nieder zu dir, dass der Ort gesenkt sei auf deine linke Seite; und schlag ihn mit der 
kurzen Schneide auf seinen Kopf seiner rechten Seite. Indes wende deinen Messergriff unter deinen 

rechten Arm und tritt mit deinem linken Fuß hinter seinen rechten; und schlag ihm die lange Schneide 

über seinen Kopf. Dieses Stück heißt Skorpion. 
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Wasilistus mit seynem gesicht / Dy meyster macht vergifft / Vergift dy prüst an vorcht / Vnd 

versertt das haubt mit schlagendem orcht  

Nu den wasilistun mach also so Ir payde an gepunden habt an dy messer vnn er ist In der krummen 

versatzung oder pist so leg dich auff seyn messer mit der langen schneyden vnd wartt wenne er dir zu 

deyner rechten seytten schlagen will so er denne  nohent bey dir ist Im pandt Merck dy weyl er Im 

schlag ist so fall zu ge// wappender handt vnd stich starck auff seyn lincken seytten zu den oberen 

zynnen zu den oren so er denn versetzen will vnd fertt auff mit dem messer so far hoch auff mit 

deynem arme vnd stich In mit gewapp ender handt starck auff seyn prust will er denne auff deyn 

messer fallen mit der versatzung so schlag Im das gehultz des messers auff seyn kopff Indes loß deyn 

rechte handt wyder von der mitt des messers vnd greyff deyn gehultz wyder In dy rechten handt vnd 

setz Im Im den ortt wyder In dy prust also hastu den wasilistun gemacht etc 

The basilisk with his face, poisons the masters; poisons the breast without fear, and wounds the 

head with beating point . 

The basilisks you do as follows : Once you both have binding with the knifes, and he is in the 
crooked parry or (you) are, so lie the long edge down on his knife and wait. If he wants to beat you on 

your right side, and he is close to you in the bind - notice while he is in the strike! - fall to the armed 

hand and stab heavily to his left side to the upper battlements (e.g. to the ears). If he wants to displace 
that and the moves up with the knife, so go high on your arms and stab him strongly with armed hand 

on his chest. Will he fall on your knife with the parry, so beat the handle of the knife on his head. 

Inbetween let your right hand from the middle of the knife and grab your handle again with the right 

hand and set him the point back in the chest. So you have made the Basilisk . 
 

Der Basilisk mit seinem Gesicht, vergiftet die Meister; vergiftet die Brust ohne Furcht, und 

versehrt den Kopf mit schlagendem Ort. 
Den Basilisken machst du wie folgt: Sobald ihr beide angebunden habt an die Messer, und er ist in 

der krummen Versatzung oder (du) bist, so leg dich auf sein Messer mit der langen Schneide und 

warte. Wenn er dir zu deiner rechten Seite schlagen will, so er nahe bei dir ist im Band – merke 
dieweil er im Schlag ist! – so falle zu gewappneter Hand und stich stark auf seine linke Seite zu den 

oberen Zinnen (z.B. zu den Ohren). Wenn er das versetzen will und fährt auf mit dem Messer, so 

fahre hoch auf mit deinen Armen und stich ihn mit gewappneter Hand stark auf seine Brust. Will er 

dann auf dein Messer fallen mit der Versatzung, so schlag ihm den  Griff des Messers auf seinen 
Kopf. Indes lass deine rechte Hand wieder von der Mitte des Messers und greife dein Griff wieder mit 

der rechten Hand; und setze ihm den Ort wieder in die Brust. Somit hast du den Basilisk gemacht. 
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